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Abst ract - - In  this paper, the maximal point spaces (MP-space in short) of convex power domains 
are investigated. Some characterizations of the maximal points of convex power domains are obtained. 
It is proved that for a Scott compact continuous domain D, convex power domain C(D) is a domain 
hull of its maximal points Max(C(D)) if each element of Max(C(D)) is generated by a compact 
subset of Max(D). In this case, the space Max(C(D)) can be identified with the compact subsets 
Com(Max(D)) of Max(D) and the Vietoris topology on Com(Max(D)) is the topology inherited 
from the convex power domain. Finally, an example is given to show that even for a weakly compact 
continuous domain, its convex power domain need not be a domain hull of the maximal points. 
(g) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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i. INTRODUCTION 
There has been a rather rich interplay between the theory of domains  and topology. A recent 
development indicates that some mathematical  branches have natural domain  theoretic compu-  
tational models. A remarkable idea is to embed classical topological spaces onto the set of the 
max imal  points of some suitable continuous domain  (see [I-3]). In this way, one can obtain 
simple computational models for these spaces and a new approach to deal with some topolog- 
ical problems. In [2], Lawson proved that each Polish space can arise as the set of max imal  
points of an w-continuous domain; Mart in [3] obtained similar results by means  of introducing 
Lebesgue measurements  on continuous domains. Meanwhile,  he considered max imal  points of 
convex power domains  and showed that a Lebesgue measurement  # on a continuous domain  can 
naturally determine a measurement  # on its convex power domain  and the kernel of ~ corresponds 
to the compact  subsets of the kernel of #. So it is natural to consider the following problem [3]: 
characterize the max imal  point spaces of convex power domains  on continuous domains. 
In this paper, the max imal  point spaces of convex power domains  on continuous domains 
are discussed and  some characterizations of the max imal  points of convex power  domains are 
obtained. It is proved that each max imal  element of convex power domain  C(D)  of a contin- 
uous domain  D can be generated by a compact  subset of Max(D)  iff C (D)  is a domain  hull 
of Max(C(D) ) .  In th is  case, the  space Max(C(D) )  can  be  identi f ied w i th  the  compact  subsets  
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Com(Max(D)) of Max(D) and the Vietoris topology on Com(Max(D)) is the topology inherited 
from the convex power domain. Finally, an example is given to show that even for a weakly 
compact continuous domain, its convex power domain need not be a domain hull of the maximal 
points. 
We recall some basic notions on domain theory and topology. A dcpo D is a partially ordered 
set such that every directed set E of D has a least upper bound in D, denoted by VE. For a set 
A C D, we denote u(A) = {x E D : Va E A, a < x}, TA = {y E D:  3a E A, a <_ y}. A is called 
an upper set if TA = A. IA and lower sets can be defined dually. 
A subset U of a dcpo D is called Scott open provided that U = TU and E M U ¢ O for any 
directed set E C_ D with VE E U. The topology formed by all the Scott open sets of D is called 
the Scott topology, written or(D). The topology generated by taken a(D) U {D \ Tx : x E D} as 
a subbase is called the Lawson topology, denoted A(D). 
For x, y E D, x << y implies that for each directed set E _c D with VE _ y, there exists 
some e E E such that e > x. For each x E D, we denote ~x = {a E D : a << x} and 
~x = {b E D : x << b}. A dcpo D is called a continuous domain if ~y is directed and y = V~y for 
every y E D. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. (See [4].) Let D be a continuous domain. Then we have 
(1) for any nonempty finite set M C_ D and x E D, if M <~ x, then there exists y E D such 
that M << y << x, where M << x means m << x for each m E M; 
(2) {Tx: x E D} is a base of the Scott topology a(D). 
A useful technique for constructing domains is to take the ideal completion of an abstract basis. 
DEFINITION 1.2. (See [5].) An abstract basis is given by a set B with a transitive relation -~ 
such that 
M -~ x ~ 3 y E B, M -~ y -< x, 
for all x E B and all nonempty finite sets M C_ B. 
Obviously, (D, <<) is an abstract basis for a continuous domain D. 
A subset I of an abstract basis (B, -~) is called an ideal provided that I is a directed lower set 
with respect o -~. The collection of ideals of an abstract basis (B, 4) ordered by set-theoretical 
inclusion is a dcpo called the ideal completion of B, written Id(B). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. (See [5].) If  (B, -~) is an abstract basis, then 
(1) for I E Id(B) and x E I, there exists y E I such that x -~ y; 
(2) for I ,  J E Id(B), 
I << J ¢=~ 3x, y E B, x -~ y and I C $.~x C ~.~y C J, 
where $_~a = {b E B : b -~ a} for all a E B; 
(3) Id(B) is a continuous domain. 
For a dcpo D, let Max(D) denote the set of the maximal points of D. 
DEFINITION 1.4. (See [2].) A topological space (X, f~(X)) is called an MP-space if there is a 
continuous domain D such that (X, a (X) )  ~ (Max(D), ~r(D)[Max(D))' I f  equation A(D)IMax(D) = 
(r(D)iMax(D) holds also, then D is called a domain hull of (X ,~(X)) .  In this case, D is also a 
domain hull of Max(D). 
2. THE MP-SPACES OF  CONVEX POWER DOMAINS 
Let D be a continuous domain. For subsets A, B C D, we define relations 
• A<<LBvVVaEA,  3bEB,  a~b,  
• A<<uB~VbEB,  3aEA,  a<<b, 
• A<<EMB'<::~A<<LB andA<<uB.  
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Similarly, we can define relations --<L, ~U, and ~--EM. 
Let Fin(D) be the collection of all nonempty finite subsets of D. One can easily see that 
(Fin(D), <<EM) is an abstract basis. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (See [3,6].) Let D be a continuous domain, then 
(1) Id(Fin(D), <<EM) is called convex power domain o lD,  denoted by C(D); 
(2) for I ,  JEC(D) , I+ J={HEF in (D) :~FE I ,  GE J ,  H<<EMFUG};  
(3) for each nonempty set A C_ D, A* = {F E Fin(D) : F <<EM A}. 
LEMMA 2.2. (See [3].) For a continuous domain D, we have 
(1) i rA  C D is nonempty Scott compact, then A* E C(D); 
(2) VF E Fin(D) and I E C(D), then F E I z~ F* 44 I; 
(3) v I ,  J e C(D), VF e I, G ~ J, F u G ~ I + J e C(D). 
PROOF. 
(1) It is sufficient o show that A* is <<EM-directed. For F1,F2 E A* and a E A, set A1 = 
{x E F1 : x << a} and A2 = {x E F2 : x << a}, then both A1 and A2 ace nonempty finite 
and there exists ya E D such that A1 U A2 << ya << a. Note that since A is Scott compact 
and A c_ {~y~ : a E A}, then there are finitely many such y~,, i = 1,2, . . .  ,n, such that 
A C [-Ji~l ~Y~" It is easy to see that G = {Ya~ : 1 < i < n} E A* and {F1, F2} <<EM G. 
(2) (3) Follow directly from Proposition 1.3. I 
THEOREM 2.3. HOFMANN-MISLOVE THEOREM. (See [7].) For a sober dcpo D, if J: is a family 
of nonempty Scott compact upper subsets olD, then N }r is nonempty Scott compact. Moreover, 
if N5 ~ C U for a Scott open U E a(D), then there is K E jc such that K C_ U. 
Note that every continuous domain is sober. For all I E C(D), set K;  = ~F6I T F, then the 
following is obvious. 
LEMMA 2.4. 
(1) I( i  is a noaempty Scott compact upper set. 
(2) For any F E I, F <<~ KI. 
LEMMA 2.5. I + H* = I for each I E Max(g(D)) and for each nonempty finite subset H of KI. 
PROOF. For each F E I andx  C H, there is y~ E F such that y~ << x f romLemma 2.4. Set 
G = {y~ : x E H}, then G <<EM H andF  = FUG E I+H* .  Note that I is maximal and 
I C_ I+H* ,  then I = I+  H*. [ 
PROPOSITION 2.6. For every I C Max(C(D)), K~ C I. 
PROOF. Suppose that F is a finite set and F <<EM KI. By the Hofmann-Mislove theorem 
there exists some G E I such that G C ~F, thus F <<v G. Set F1 = {x e F : 3g e G, 
x << g}. If F = F1, then F <<EM G, i.e., F E I. If F ~ F1, then F \ F1 ~ ~. For each 
x E F \ F1, we can find ks E K1 such that x << kz. Therefore, we can take a y~ E D such 
that x << y~ << k~. Let H = {k~ : x E F \F1} ,  then H is  anonemptyf in i te  set of K1 and 
E = {y~ : x E F \ F1} <<EM H. Hence, from Lemma 2.5, G U E E I + H* = I. Note that the 
construction of E means F <<EM G U E, hence, F E I, i.e., K~ c_ I. I 
DEFINITION 2.7. A continuous domain D is called weakly compact if for aii x, y E D, TxnTy = 
implies that there exist Xo << x and Yo << Y such that Tz0 n Zy0 -- @. 
It is easy to see that every Lawson compact continuous domain D is weakly compact. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. For a continuous domain D, the following are equivalent. 
(1) D is weakly compact. 
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(2) For all x, y E D, Tx N Ty = ~ implies that there exist xo << x and Yo G< y such that 
Txo n Tyo = 
(3) For all nonempty Scott compact upper sets K1, K2 C_ D, K1 M K2 = 0 implies that there 
exist Scott open U1, U2 E cr(D) with Ki C Ui (i -- 1, 2) such that U1 M U2 = ~. 
PROOF. (1) =~ (2) and (3) ~ (1) are obvious. We only need to show (2) ==~ (3). Suppose 
K1 n/ (2 = 0 for two nonempty Scott compact upper sets t(1,/(2 _C D. Pick a E KI. For each 
x E /(2, there exist b~ << a and Yx << x such that ~b~ A ~Yz = 0. Note that since K2 is Scott 
compact, there is a finite set F _C/(2 such that K2 C U~eF ~yx = V,. Set Ua = ~eF  ~b~, then 
U~ M V~ = 0. Since K1 is also Scott compact, there is a finite G C_ K1 such that K1 C_ U~ec u,.  
Set U = UaeG Ua and V = NaeC Va, then K1 C U,/(2 _C V, and U M V = ~. I 
THEOREM 2.9. Ira continuous domain D is weakly compact, then I = K~ for all I E Max(C(D)), 
i.e., every maximal point of C(D) can be generated by a Scott compact subset olD. 
PROOF. From Proposition 2.6, it is sufficient o show I C_ K~. Assume I ~ K~. There exists 
F0 E I such that F0 ~ K~. Pick F1 E I with F0 GGEM F1, then F1 ~EM KI" Note that since 
KI -~ NFEI T ip, we have ipl ~L KI, i.e., there is Xl E ipl such that xl :~ k for all k E KI. Since 
/( i  -- TKI, we have TXl n Tk = (~ for all k E KI. This means that there exists ak GG k such 
that TXl M Tak = ~J for D is weakly compact. Note that since KI is Scott compact, there are 
finitely many such ai, i -- 1,2,. . .  ,n, such that C = {ai : i = 1,2,.. .  ,n} GGEM KI. Then from 
Proposition 2.6, we can find H E I such that {C, ipl} GGEM H. This is a contradiction to that 
Txl M Tai -- ~ for each 1 < i < n. I 
THEOREM 2.10. For a continuous domain D, the foIlowing are equivalent. 
(1) D is a domain hull of Max(D). 
(2) For each x E D, there is a Scott closed set A~ C_ D such that TxNMax(D) = A~MMax(D). 
(3) For each x E D and each y E Max(D), x :~ y imp//es that there exist xo GG x, Yo <G y 
such that Txo n Tyo = ~. 
PROOF.  
(I) ~ (2) This follows directly from Definition 1.4. 
(2) =~ (3) Suppose x ~ y for x E D and y E Max(D). Then there is x0 E ~x such that x0 :~ y. 
From (2), there exists a Scott closed set Ao such that A0 M Max(D) = Txo M Max(D); thus, 
y ¢ A0 M Max(D), i.e., y E D \ Ao. Note that D \ Ao is open, and hence, there is Yo E D \ Ao such 
that y E Tyo c_ D \ Ao. We claim Txo M Tyo = 0. If not, then we have Txo N Tyo N Max(D) ¢ 
for D is a dcpo. Pick z E Txo Q Tyo M Max(D), then z E Ao and z E Tyo c D \ Ao. This is a 
contradiction. 
(3) ~ (1) It is sufficient to show that for each x E D, (D\Tx)MMax(D) is relatively Scott open 
in Max(D). For each y E (D \ Tx) Q Max(D), there exists yo GG y such that Tx ~ Tyo = ~. Hence, 
y E ~Yo Q Max(D) _C (D \ T x) M Max(D). This means (D \ Tx) A Max(D) E a(D) [Max(D). ] 
LEMMA 2.11. I f  K is a nonempty Scott compact upper set, then 
K=KK.= N TF" 
FEK* 
PROOF. It is sufficient o show KK* C K. Suppose ko E KK* with ko ~ K. Then for all 
k E K, k "f ko, and hence, there is an ak E ~k such that ak ~ ]¢0. Note that since K is 
Scott compact, there are finitely many such ak~, i -- 1,2,. . .  ,n such that K C U{=I ~ak~ and 
G = {ak~ : i ----- 1, 2 , . . . ,  n} ~GEM g.  Since ko E KK*, there is ak~ C G such that ak~ GG ko. This 
is a contradiction. I 
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LEMMA 2.12. If D is a domain hull of Max(D) and K C_ Max(D) is nonempty Scott compact, 
then K* E Max(g(D)). 
PROOF. Assume K* ¢ Max(g(D)). Then there exists I E Max(C(D)) with K* c_ 1 such that 
there is an Fo E I \ K*. From Proposition 1.3, we can assume Fo :~EM K. 
(1) If Fo :~u K, then there is ko E K such that x :~ ko for all x E Fo. Note that since k0 
is maximal in D, it follows from Theorem 2.10 that there exists k~ << ko such that 
TxnTk~ = O. Since Fo is finite, there is kl E D such that {kx : x E F0} << kl << ko. 
Hence, for all x E Fo, Tx M Tkl = 0. Similarly, for each k E K \ {ko}, there is ak << k 
such that ak :~ k0 for K C_ Max(D). Note that {Tak : k E K and k # ko}U{Tkl} is 
an open cover of K, so there is a finite subcover {Tak, : i = 1, 2 , . . . ,n}  U {Tkl}. Set 
G= {ak, : i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,n}U{k l} , thenG E K* c I. Hence, there i sH  E I suchthat  
{G, Fo} <<EM H. It follows that there exist h E H and x E F0 such that kl << h and 
x << h. This is a contradiction. 
(2) If Fo ~L K, then there is x E F0 such that x ~ k for every k E K. Thus, by Theorem 2.10 
there exists anak  << k such that TxMTak = 0. As in (1), there are af inite set G = 
{ak, : i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n}  <<EM K and H E I such that {Fo, G} <<EM H. This is also a 
contradiction. 
The two cases show K* = I, i.e., K* E Max(g(D)). 
THEOREM 2.13. I f  Scott compact continuous domain D is a domain hull of Max(D), then 
(Max(D), a(D)iMa×(D) ) is compact and g(D) is a domain hull of Max(g(D)) whenever Kx c_ 
Ma (D) and I = each I e Max(C(D)). 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.12 we have I = K~ for each I E Max(C(D)). Now let I = D*, then there 
exists a Y E Max(C(D)) such that I c__ Y. Thus, we claim K j  = Max(D). 
Suppose that there is a ko E Max(D) \ Kj.  Then ko CT F0 for some Fo E Y. Note that for 
each a << ko there is a Ga E D* such that a E Ga, we can take an Fa E 9' such that Fo << EMFa, 
G a ~ EMFa, and hence, a << x~ for some x~ E F~. Since K~ = Y, and hence, x~ << ma for 
some m~ E K j .  Thus, the net {m~ : a << too} in Kj  has a cluster m0 E K j  with respect to 
the relative Scott topology on Max(D) as / ( j  is Scott compact and K j  C Max(D). Note that 
Max(D) with the relative Scott topology is Hausdorff as D is a domain hull of Max(D), there 
exists uo << ko, vo << mo such that ~ Uo~ ~ Vo n Max(D) -- 0. On the other hand, we can take a 
ul with uo << ul << ko such that m~ E~ v0 NMax(D) as m0 is a cluster of the net {rn~ : a << k0} 
and ~ vo N Max(D) is a neighborhood of too. By Ul << x~ << m~,  then m~ E~ uo N Max(D), 
which is a contradiction. 
Now we prove that g(D) is a domain hull. Take an arbitrary I E g(D), Y E Max(C(D)) with 
I ~ J. It suffices to show that there exist a G E 9' such that 7I  n 7G* = 0 by Theorem 2.10. By 
Lemma 2.2, we can take an F E I \ 9' with F gEM Kj ,  which implies F ~u K j  or F ~L Kj .  
(1) If F ~L K j, then there exists an xl E F such that xl :~ m for each m E K j, and thus, by 
Theorem 2.10 we can take Xm << xl, am << m such that T x,~M 1" O'm = ~)" For each m E Kj ,  take 
an am satisfying ~m << am << m, then obtain an open cover {~am : m E K j} of K j .  Suppose that 
{Tam~ : i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n} is a finite subcover of K j .  Then G = {am~ : i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n} <<EM K j, 
and hence, G E Y. In the following, we show that 71 n ~G* = 0. 
First take an 21 with {xm~ : i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n} << ~1 << xl, then take an arbitrary yx with y~ << x 
for each x E F \ {Xl}. Then 1 ~ = {y, : x E F \ {xl}} U {21} <<EM F, hence, _F E 1. 
Suppose lo E 71 ~ ~G*, then/~ E lo and G = {~,~ : i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n} E -To, hence, there is an 
H E I0 such that G <<EM H, F <<EM H. Thus, there is an h E H such that ~ << h and ~m~ << h 
for some am~ E G, which contradicts T x~M T a,~ = 0. Hence, 71 ~ 7G* = O. 
(2) I f F  ~u K j,  then there exists anmo E K j  such that x :~ mo for eachx  E F. From 
Theorem 2.10, it follows that there are a~ << x, b~ << mo such that 1" a~ T b~ = 0 for each 
x E F. Now we can take bF and bE with {b~ : x E F} << bE << bF << mo by the finiteness of F, 
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and take a G E J with by C G. For each y E G \ {bF}, take an arbitrary by with b u << y, then 
0 = y c \ {bF}} u {bF} <<EM C. 
Suppose I0 C ~I N ~G*. Then F 1 = {a z : X C F} C ~0, 0 C I0. Taking an H C I0 with 
{/'1, G} <GEM H, it will, similar to the proof of (1), induce a contrary. 
3. V IETORIS SPACE 
For a topological space X, let Corn(X) be the set of all nonempty compact subsets of X. The 
Vietoris topology on Corn(X), written Vie(X), is the topology which has a subbase given by the 
collection of the form [:]U = (K  e Corn(X) : K C_ U} and (~V = {g  E Com(X) : K M V ~ 0} 
where U, V are open sets of X. 
From Theorem 2.13 and Lemma 2.11 above, it follows that the mapping 
g: Corn(Max(D)) --+ Max(C(D)), K ~ K*, 
is a bijection when D is a Scott compact domain hull of Max(D) and satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 2.13. Then an interesting question is if Max(C(D)) with the relative Scott topology is 
homeomorphic to Corn(Max(D)) with the Vietoris topology. In the following, we will show that 
the answer to the question is yes. 
LEMMA 3.1. For a Scott compact continuous domain D, if D is a domain huh of Max(D) and 
/ix C_ Max(D) for each I E Max(C(D)), then K N Max(D) is a compact subset of Max(D) t'or 
each Scott compact upper subset K of D. 
PROOF. Let Ko be an arbitrary Scott compact upper set of D. Then K~ E C(D), and hence, there 
exists a J E Max(C(D)) such that K~ _c J. Thus, by Theorem 2.13 we have Kj  C_ Ko MMax(D). 
To complete the proof, it suffices to show Kj  = Ko n Max(D). 
Suppose that there is a k0 C K0 M Max(D) \ K j .  Then k0 ~T F0 for some Fo E J. Note 
that for each a << k0 there is a G~ E K~ such that a C G~, we can take an F~ E J such that 
Fo <<EM F~, Ga <GEM F~, and thus a << xa for some Xa E Fa. Again by Theorem 2.13, K~ = J, 
and hence, x~ << m~ for some m~ E Kj .  Thus, the net {m~ : a << k0} in Max(D) has a cluster 
m0 C K j  with respect o the relative Scott topology on Max(D) as Kj  is compact. Note that 
Max(D) with the relative Scott topology is Hausdorff as D is a domain hull of Max(D), there 
exist u0 << k0, vo 4< m0 such that ~u0 M ~v0 N Max(D) = 0. On the other hand, we can take a ul 
with u0 << ua << k0 such that m~ E ~v0 M Max(D) as m0 is a cluster of the net {m~ : a << k0} 
and ~v0 n Max(D) is a neighborhood of m0. By ul << x~z << m~,  then m~ E ~u0 N Max(D), 
which is a contradiction. Thus, the proof is completed. I 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Scott compact continuous domain D be a domain hull of Max(D) and K1 C 
Max(D) for each I e Max(C(D)). Then 
g: (Corn(Max(D)), Vie(Max(D))) -~ (Max(C(D)), cr(C(D))lMax(C(D)) ) 
is a homeomorphism. 
PROOF. First we show that g is continuous. Suppose that K0 E Com(Max(D)). By Lemma 2.12, 
K~ e Max(C(D)). For each Scott open neighborhood ~IAMax(C(D)) of K~, by I << J, there are 
G1, G2 e Fin(D) with G1 ((EM G2 such that I C_ G~ C G~ C_ K~, which implies G1 <:<~EM K0. 
Then 
W = [~(~G1 N Max(D)) N (A{(}(~x A Max(D)): x e G1}) e Vie(Max(D)) 
and Ko c W. It is easy to see W c g-l[~I M Max(C(D))], and hence, g is continuous. 
In order to see that g is open mapping, it suffices to show that g[V1U N ~V] is an open subset 
of Max(C(D)) for U,V e a(D) [ Max(D). Suppose K E Corn(Max(D)) with K _C U and 
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K N V ~ 0, and without loss of generality we may assume K ~ V. By K C U, there is a finite 
subset G = {xi : i = 1, 2, . . . ,  n} such that G <GEM K and ~G N Max(D) C U. 
By Lemma 3.1, T G a (Max(D) \ V) E Corn(Max(D)). Given a ko C K a V, then there is a 
finite subset F = {yl, Y2,..., ym} such that t G n (Max(D) \ V) C ~F and ko ¢i" F. Then 
Q = (~G* \u{T  H*:  0 ¢ H C_ F}) NMax(C(D)) 
is an open neighborhood of/4". We now claim Q c g[[3U n (>V]. For each I E Q, it is easy to 
see K1 c U. We now show I4i n V ~ 0. If not, then/41 c_T G M (Max(D) \ Y). Thus, there is a 
subset H of F such that H ((EM /4I, which means I ET H*. This is a contradiction, and hence, 
g is an open mapping. Thus, g is a homeomorphism since g is a bijection. I 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
In the following, we give an example to show that even for a weakly compact continuous 
domain, its convex power domain need not be a domain hull of the maximal points. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let w0 be the first infinite ordinal and for each ordinal ~, a + 1 is the succeeding 
ordinal. D is the poset denoted as shown in Figure 1. 
One can easily see that (D, <) is a continuous dcpo and Max(D) = {d~ : 0 < a < 2w0}. 
(1) Obviously, d~ << do for each a < 2w0, but d2wo, awo, b~o are not compact elements and 
awo, bwo ~ d2wo. 
(2) D is weakly compact, and hence, D is a domain hull of Max(D). 
Suppose x,y C D with Tx n Ty = 0. Then either {x,y} c_ Max(D) or {x,y} = {d~,cz} 
with a < w0 or a < fl+w0. It is easy to show that for each case, there are x0 << x, Y0 << Y 
such that Tx0 n Ty0 = 0. Hence, from Theorem 2.10, D is a domain hull of Max(D). 
(3) Let I0 = (Taro)*, then I0 e Max(d(D)) but KIo ~ Max(D). 
Note that for each F c Fin(D) 
FE Io~FCD\{d2, , ,o}  and ~a<w0,  a~EF.  (*) 




a2 ~ b~ 
al ~ bl 
ao b0 
Figure 1. 
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(4) 
Assume I0 c_ I and Io  ~ I for someI  E C(D). Then there is F E I \ I o .  Note that 
d:~ o E Max(D) and d2o~o ~< d2~o. Then we have d2~o • F.  Hence, from property (.), 
Va  < w0, aa ¢ F. Pick Go = {ao,d0}, then Go E I0. Since Io C I, there is an 
H E I such  that {Go, F} <<EM H. Then for each a < wo, an, b~ ¢ H, and do E H. 
Now set Gi = {ao, di} w i th0  < i < wo, then Gi E I0. Hence, there are Hi E I such  
that {Gi, H} <'(EM Hi. Note H M (Sago U ~boJo) = 0 and di E Hi( i  < wo). We have 
di E H, i.e., {di : i < wo} C H. This is a contradiction to H being finite. Therefore, 
Io = (Taro)* E Max(d(D)), but K± o = Ta~x ~ Max(D). 
C(D) is not a domain hull of Max(C(D)). 
Let I0 = (Tao~o) * and /1 = (Tb~o)*, then from (3), they are maximal in C(D). For 
F E Io, G E I1, there exist a,/~ < Wo such that a~ E F and b~ E G. Set 
7 = max{a : a~ E F or b~ E G or c~ E FU G}, 
H = {c~+~} u ( ( r  u G) n {d~: a < 2wo}). 
Then H is finite and {F, G} ((EM H. Thus, H* E TF* n TG*. Then from Proposition 1.3, 
for all I (< -To, J (</1,  T IN T J ~ 0. Hence, from Theorem 2.10, C(D) is not a domain 
hull of Max(C(D)). 
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